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Please be aware that this script has adult
content.

Mal and Loll is the same person; born in a man’s body, but always struggling
to accept things as they are. Mal pushes herself to the fore and Loll has to
take second place in a life of manic schizophrenia and bizarre circumstances.
Mal gets cancer but decides to fight to the bitter end with anybody and
anything which stands in the way of her pleasure; trouble is it’s not the end but
the beginning.
Scene one Alien astral level:
Mal is told to create havoc on the Alien Astral Planet of Zyclon, in readiness
for their invasion of Earth. Mal doesn’t need to be told how to create havoc;
she is quite sure aware of her ability, her strength is quite awesome and her
mental powers have been increased to whole new level; this combined with
the light book training will give Mal the power to smash the aliens plan to
dominate mankind. Mal moves from the Alien Astral Level sub base to the
Astral Planet Zyclon as easy as walking from one street to the next; she
decides to visit the HQ of the defense department. Mal thinks it will be a good
idea to dress properly instead of being naked as in the last little sequence.
The aliens didn’t give Mal much chance of winning but Mal did, she mentally
finds and enters the HQ in less than a few seconds; her ability to locate things
and places is extraordinary; the place is underground and accessed by an
elevator which is only operated by aliens who are specially trained in mental
concealment; this means that they should be able to detect Mal, but they can’t;
Mal is now in her Zyclon suit mode; she is invisible and undetectable, but still
able to confront anything and anybody who wants to stop her.

Level sixteen underground:
Mal enters the complex in silence; she sees the room is full of aliens who are,
again, sat in rows and linked into each other through thought waves. The
place is claustrophobic and stifling; Mal locates the main power source and
main computer which is, again, wireless and seemingly hidden. Mal decides to
follow the mental plan of the complex which is appearing in her mind; she
passes through the room to a door small which has a notice on it saying ‘no
entry’; it is in the rear and she passes through it without opening it. She finds
herself in a sort of power room which is throbbing with low hum. Mal knows
that she can shut the whole place down by simply kicking in a few fuse boxes
which she locates easily, but Mal wants to do more than temporarily stop the
aliens; she wants to permanently stop their intrusion of Earth and any other
planet which they can dominate. Mal needs something more powerful than her
leg to bring a stop to their dealings; she concentrates on anything to do with
explosives and finds through her source an arsenal of weapons located in the
farthest depth of the levels. Mal makes her way to level thirty nine and has to
exit the elevator and walk down the steps as the lift never accesses the lowest
level due to security. Guards are stationed at the entrance to the stairway. Mal
looks them over and is surprised to find that there are four robots and two
aliens in wheelchairs of a sort; the aliens have very large heads and Mal can
see that they have been specially bred for this duty; their brainwaves are
especially attuned to the nearby vicinity; Mal must be careful in approaching
them, she wants to see just how close she can get without raising their
awareness. Mal manages to get within three feet of them when they start to
become agitated. The robots start to walk around in a circle. Mal passes
through the door into a large strong room made of steel like substance; she
locates some strong plastic like boxes and reads the labels; the small pellet
like balls are a highly explosive compound when exposed to fire; Mal then
locates the weapons room which is not far away; she acquires a laser rifle
which is fully charged and moves back to the explosives room without the
aliens noticing the rifle, she shoots out the door as the rifle won’t pass through
it.
Future readers of this data will know that the astral plane is a copy of the
physical plane and so whatever happens on one will have an effect on each.
Mal knows this and is hoping that the aliens will also. Mal stands at the door of
the explosives room and fires her weapon; the compound explodes with a
tremendous blast; Mal is vaporized with the heat; she is killed in the Astral
Secondary Level self and she moves back to her Astral body which is still in
the glass case which is protected. The resulting blast destroys the entire

security building and several other buildings; one of which is the Zyclon
Government Research Department which deals with the Earth Invasion.
Scene two WPO Base:
Loll is in a meeting with Ryon and his team. (The meeting is in security class
‘A’ mode with an alien exclusion screen)
Ryon: The invasion will start in seventeen minutes; our combat teams are
stationed at all the important strategic, national and world bases; the most
important base is this one as it contains the Zyclon Web and the fabrication
machine; they will be destroyed if the aliens gain access to this base; the
Alien himself has been placed in an induced coma and will also be destroyed.
I give way to Loll.
Loll: We are receiving a message from Deria our astral contact that Mal has
destroyed the defense complex and the Alien Government Research
Department; she has now moved back to the astral cage and she will start the
next phase in the operation. I can see Mark wants to speak, please, Mark,
carry on.
Mark: Does that mean that Mal has been killed on the astral level?
Loll: Yes, Mark, but she is now back in action; Mal is a courageous person
who is known to be too brave for her own good, but that is Mal.
Mark: I vote we give Mal the WPO bravery award.
Ryon: I have already approved it. Now, we will move to our various positions
in readiness for the invasion. Mark, you are in the forefront of the WPO
defense; take all the men and robots you need plus ammunition; some of the
alien robots will be hard to stop with the laser cannons so use traditional
weapons also; I’m sorry if I am going over the same stuff here, but we must
get this right.
Loll: I am receiving a message from Deria again; Mal’s attack on the alien
bases has had a remarkable result; they are convening a meeting at the
consolidation point. The attack has been postponed for now!

Mark: Hurrah for Mal!
Loll is in the robot, but has perfected the smile, although it is still unreal.
Ryon: This is good news; Mal will, I think, make her way to the alien lead
astral ship; although she could return here. What are your thoughts, Loll?
Loll: She will move to the physical alien lead ship and inhabit one of the robots.
Ryon: Do you mean that she can actually do that?
Loll: Yes, Mal is now in tune with the higher source and she can learn from it
just like looking in the lightbook.
Mark: What if the robot gets destroyed?
Loll: Mal will move back to her astral body.
Ryon: If she can raise havoc there we will be saved!
Loll: Mal can raise havoc anywhere; I call it her ‘sense of trouble’.
Ryon: We can relax for a while.
Scene three Alien Lead Ship:
Mal has managed to access the lead alien ship and is about to settle into a
robot; it is not too dissimilar to the robots at the WPO base. Mal listens into
the conversation from the aliens:
Alien Leader: The news from our astral base is not good. The human known
as Mal has managed to destroy the defense building and the government
research building; we will locate her on the astral and incarcerate her; she will
be tortured for years; we are known for our astral torture; no being can escape
our astral web; she will soon be in chains.
Mal: (thinking in security mode) that’s what you think, ugly.

Mal unclips the laser cannon from her side and raises it to the leaders face
and presses the fire button, the leaders face explodes in a flash of yellow fire.
Mal brings the beam of yellow light down to the central cabling duct and holds
it there; the yellow light turns to red as the main motor explodes; everything is
sucked out into space as if in slow motion! Mal simply observes it all in quiet
wonder.
Mal moves back to the astral body and makes her way to the WPO base and
slips into the robot with Loll.
Scene four WPO base:
Loll: Mal, baby, are you OK?
Mal: I am astounded at the easy way in which I can create havoc with the bad
guys.
Loll: I am being informed that the second leader is being told to carry on with
the invasion! They want you caught and tortured; they won’t rest until you are
destroyed. They mean to exterminate mankind; and they won’t stop until they
are successful.
Mal: I guess I will have to move back to the alien second lead ship and
interfere with their computer; I will have to program it to destroy all ships; I can
tell now that they won’t stop.
Loll: I’m afraid there isn’t time, Mal, the fleet is about to move; even if you
manage to get in there they will still be able to reach us before you can
program one ship! I suggest you wait until they get here and then do your stuff.
I will also be able to enter into an alien robot in another ship. We can simply
use the laser cannons to destroy them, as you did.
Mal: OK, but there will be casualties.
Loll: Not that many if we do this right.
Mal: I want you to remember this poem, it is a leftover from my trampy old self,
Loll, and it’s called,

Fight to win:
Fight to win
Even if you’re thin
All you have to do is begin
Even if you’re fat you can win
If someone kicks you is some place
Then punch him in the face
If someone knees you in the wrong place
Then quickly slap him without grace
Don’t be shy with a bad guy
Don’t think small, imagine you’re tall
I once knew a man who I thought was a puff
But when he got started, boy, was he tough
Aliens or Humans, it really doesn’t matter
Show you’re courage and they will scatter
Don’t flatter them, batter them
If they pick you up and hold you
Knock them down and be bold too

Don’t be put down by some silly old clown
Who thinks you’re too young or too old
Because courage is more precious than gold
Loll: Once again, Mal, you are amazing.
Mal: I’ll never forget my old self, Loll, no matter how ‘High’ in consciousness I
go.
Ryon calls an emergency meeting in the secure meeting room. Loll and Mal
attend together in the robot.
Ryon: Mal, your body is now unusable as the brain is dead; fortunately we
cloned it, and we are working on a replacement body for you which should be
available shortly.
Mal: Will it still be as strong as the old one?
Ryon: Yes, plus un-killable!
Mal: How did the other one die then?
Ryon: It was the brain that triggered the death of the body; there was no
consciousness so it shut down.
Mal: What about when we are asleep; we are unconscious aren’t we?
Ryon: Yes, but there is still a link; the aliens severed that link when they took
you.
Loll: We have taken precautions in that respect with the higher source; the
aliens won’t be allowed to interfere in that way again. There are thirty three
planets which have been dominated by the Zyclon’s; these will be monitored
and assessed from now on and the wormhole at Zeta Alpha will also be

monitored. Personally I am surprised that they have gotten away with their
antics for so long.
Ryon: It is to do with the ‘New Order’ of things; this is why Mal and you were
brought into play; we now have someone who can actually stand up to the
Zyclon’s; they are renowned for being very hard to assess and access, but
first things first; the invasion is about to start; the lead ship is powering up for
an attack; it will take it just twelve minutes to enter our atmosphere, it will then
use its high intensity laser cannons to destroy the power plants in North
America first; the other large battle cruisers will attack other targets in various
countries; the smaller fighter craft will make their way to the strategic targets
like our base; Mal and Loll will now make their way to the lead ship and other
large ships to destroy them; while we repel them here. Good luck everyone.
Mal and Loll say their goodbyes and head for the battle fleet; they are easily
able to access the robots on the bridge; Mal looks around with a casual stare.
The robot she is in is a special one which has been altered to stop any
invader from gaining access to it, so they think, but Mal is already inside it and
has simply bypassed the security application. She knows that the laser
cannons have been taken away from the robots for safety after the episode on
the astral plane, but Mal has other ways of stopping these death dealers, she
links into Loll and is told to simply smash the control panel in the correct place
and the ship will break down. Mal’s robot moves casually to the control panel.
The Alien Leader looks at it and realizes that something is wrong, he gives the
order for it to stop; Mal brushes him aside. The aliens have no weapons
themselves and rely on the robots, but they also don’t have any weapons, so
Mal looks around with time to spare and then raises her arms and brings them
down in a powerful double whammy; the control panel splits open and a bright
flash sears across the entire panel causing a fire that spreads rapidly to the
other panels. Mal stands at the same spot and prevents anyone trying to
interfere with her work. Mal doesn’t need to be worried about that though as
the aliens are panicking and trying to get out of the room. Mal watches with
interest as they can’t open the doors and they quickly succumb to the smoke;
the ship shuts down and is unable to continue its work. Mal moves to another
ship and does the same; she realizes that it is useless for the aliens to try and
stop her; she has no pity for these emotionless monsters; they should learn
care for their breed instead of controlling them.
Mal receives a message from Loll.
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